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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Community bankers, powerful as a voice for the common good
Even people who love what they do for a living
need an occasional dose of inspiration, which can
be hard to come by. Once in a great while, though,
inspiration shows up as a surprise—like a gift on
your front porch.
Our team at Bankers’ Bank of the West
received a windfall of inspiration when
the Federal Reserve’s request for comment on actions that could support faster
payments in the U.S. drew a sizable
number of well-reasoned letters in strong
support of the Fed’s direct involvement.

pricing and rule making. Most if not all of the early
responding smaller institutions say active involvement of the Federal Reserve will ensure a fair,
secure, inclusive and ubiquitous U.S. payments
system.
I was gratified to see that banks across
our service area and beyond had written
very persuasive comment letters—
another reassuring indicator.
BBW submitted detailed comments as
well, as did some of our bankers’ bank
counterparts. I’m very impressed that
71 respondent banks across nine states
added their signatures to BBW’s letter.

The uploading of responses to the Federal
Reserve website was incomplete at the
Bill Mitchell
time of this writing. But even early on,
President & CEO
Thanks to the many voices engaged in
it was clear that the move to faster
the conversation about the formation of a modern
payments had caught the attention of a broader
U.S. payments system, we can feel buoyed by our
audience beyond technology developers and the
work and our collective future.
financial services sector. People across the country
are paying attention and taking time to their
Before signing off, I want to recognize another
perspectives and concerns. That’s a promising sign.
source of inspiration: Earl C. Spruiell, who
passed away Nov. 26, exemplified the ideal qualiMany of the posted comments from community
ties of a community banker throughout his 42-year
banks stress the need for a system that will earn
tenure with Deming National Bank, which later
the public’s trust and confidence, thereby speeding
became First New Mexico Bank. He was a role
widespread adoption of faster payments. Writers
model for aspiring bankers, and a former director
often use the phrase “uniquely suited” to describe
as well as a Director Emeritus of the Western
the Federal Reserve’s qualifications, its established
States Director Education Foundation. Earl walked
connections and its history of leadership.
the talk, too, by attending 41 consecutive WSDEF
The majority of responding community financial
Symposiums. His memory and inspiration live on.
institutions voice concerns over relying on the
We all wish you and your loved ones a healthy, safe
largest banks in light of the inferior negotiating
and joyous holiday—and an inspiring new year!
position of the smaller institutions with regard to

Sentimental journey. Union Pacific locomotive 4141 and the flag-emblazoned storage car that
carried the body of former President George H.W. Bush from Houston to his College Station
burial site were on display Dec. 8 to 12 in Omaha. (Photo credit: Lee Anderbery.)
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TAKING NOTE
FRAUD DETECTION A VICTORY FOR ALL BANKS
To motivate financial institutions to report
confirmed fraud through the STAR STATION®
online administrative tool for managing electronic funds transfer programs, First Data held
random drawings from the pool of fraud reporting institutions every month during the second
half of 2018. The names of five eligible institutions were drawn from each monthly batch of
contenders. Those selected received a “thank
you” gift box of STAR-branded items. Congratulations to Wyoming Community Bank, one of
the five October winners!

NICHE MARKET OF A DIFFERENT SORT
Of the more than 150 banks formed in the U.S.
in 1987, one was unique in the world: Young
Americans Bank, which was created for people
age 21 and younger. Debbie L. Meyers, a
director of BBW Bancorp, Inc., is also a board
member and ardent fan of the Denver-based
bank, which offers traditional products—deposit
and checking accounts, online banking, loans
and cards—and hosts educational events.
Its nonprofit counterpart, Young Americans
Center for Financial Education, spearheads a
host of youth-focused special events, entrepreneurial experiences, workshops, and summer
camps to complement the bank’s educational
mission. The hands-on activities are designed to
develop financial skills and applied learning—
which is what the bank’s founder, Bill Daniels,
intended: a real bank just for young people that
would teach financial education.
Over the years, the bank has served more than
79,000 customers; the number of participants in
Young Americans programs exceeds 750,000. To
learn more, visit yacenter.org.
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Bankers’ Bank of the West Bancorp common stock and new accounting standards
Chris Hill, SVP & Chief Financial Officer
Bankers’ Bank of the West

In January 2016, the Federal Accounting
Standards Board put out Accounting Standards
Update (ASU) 2016-01, which changed the
accounting requirements for equity investments
to be measured at fair value with changes in fair
value recognized in net income. It took effect this
year for Public Business Entities. For non-PBEs
(including most community banks), however,
this amendment is effective for fiscal years
starting after Dec. 15, 2018, with initial reporting on the Call Report for Dec. 31, 2019.
With this change taking effect soon, we have
had several inquiries about how to handle the
treatment of stock held in Bankers’ Bank of the
West Bancorp, Inc. In researching the subject on
behalf of our shareholders, we found the ASU
provides specific recognition and measurement
guidance concerning Federal Home Loan Bank
and Federal Reserve Bank stock. It notes that
although FHLB and FRB stock is an equity
interest, it does not have a readily determinable
fair value since its ownership is restricted and it
lacks a market. The ASU goes on to note that
FHLB and FRB stock shall be carried at cost
and evaluated for impairment.
Based on discussions we have had with our own
CPA firm, regulators, and other bankers’ banks,
it is our belief that while not identified specifically in the ASU, stock in Bankers’ Bank of
the West Bancorp, Inc. does not have a readily
determinable fair value and the selling price
is not available on a securities exchange as
transactions take place between private parties.

As is the current accounting practice, the
stock may be carried at cost and evaluated for
impairment.
This is supported by the Call Report form and
instructions for Schedule RC-F Item 4 (Other
Assets – Equity investments without readily
determinable fair values) that reference
inclusion of “(1) Federal Reserve Bank stock.
(2) Federal Home Loan Bank stock. (3) Common
and preferred stocks that do not have readily
determinable fair values, such as stock of
bankers’ banks and Class B voting common
stock of the Federal Agricultural Mortgage
Corporation (Farmer Mac).”
For institutions that choose to adopt ASU
2016-01, BBW publishes the common stock’s
book value to its website quarterly, which would
be the closest approximation of fair value (given
the limited market).
Bankers’ Bank of the West Bancorp, Inc. and its
affiliates do not provide tax, legal or accounting
advice. This material has been prepared for
informational purposes only, and is not intended
to provide, and should not be relied on for, tax,
legal or accounting advice. You should consult
your own tax, legal and accounting advisors to
insure the proper treatment for your bank’s
financial statements.
A copy of the ASU can be found here:
https://www.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/Document_C/
DocumentPage?cid=1176167762170

A tip of the hat to people who make a difference for very important people (like you)
As a senior operations specialist, Stephanie
Balltrip is a well-rounded resource for customers and BBW coworkers alike. Hired in 2000 for
a position in the wire transfer area, today she
leads the accounts payable area and provides
customer support and troubleshooting guidance.
Stephanie is also fully crosstrained in safekeeping.
Her interests include vacationing in warm climates,
especially near the ocean, and
shooting (her marksmanship
is impressive.) Stephanie is
the mother of two teenagers.
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Eileen Ortega brought banking experience to
her first role as a wire transfer and fed funds
specialist with BBW in 2013, where she served
for three years before joining the Bank Card
team. “I like speaking with merchant customers
directly,” she said. “I also enjoy attending BBW
conferences and meeting faceto-face with bankers.”
Eileen has been involved with
a Colorado-based charity for
four years, and now serves on
its board. “I’m very passionate
about the organization and the
ways it helps our community.”
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A multifaceted approach to keeping pace with the payments evolution
William Schoch, President and CEO
WesPay

As a 30-year payments professional and selfacclaimed technology nerd, I consider this the
most exciting time in my career to be working
on new payment services. Evolving consumer
and business expectations are forcing changes
in our U.S. payments systems, and technology
continues to be the key enabler.
Just how can community banks with limited
resources keep pace keep pace with larger institutions and nontraditional technology competitors? Of the many possible strategies, relying on
trusted partners is among the most often used.
One category of partner well-suited for working
with financial institutions of all sizes is a payments association. Its purpose is to advance
payments systems quality by improving compliance with payments rules and regulations. The
payments organization is a trusted expert for
payments education, publications, and operations support. By design, payments associations
are also uniquely positioned to help interpret
payments rules and regulations.
WesPay is a nonprofit payments association and,
in fact, the only organization that advocates for
the payments interests of banks in the western
U.S. We provide 1,200 members with training
across payment networks through in-person
workshops, live webinars, and webcasts on
demand. We have established relationships with
Bankers’ Bank of the West, NACHA, the Federal
Reserve Bank, and ECCHO. Furthermore, we
support AAP, APRP and NCP exam preparation
and continuing education credits.
Your membership in a payments association
provides access to payments experts who function as an extension of your workforce. The FRB
encourages financial institutions to join a payments association as a source of payments
support and guidance. ECCHO encourages its
members to join a payments association for
support with checks and the National Check
Professional (NCP) program. NACHA recommends that all financial institutions maintain
membership in a payments association, which
can provide assistance with exam preparation,
education and ongoing support for Accredited
ACH Professionals (AAP) as well as Accredited
Payments Risk Professionals (APRP).
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The benefits of WesPay membership include
access to our Payments Hotline, which allows
bankers to call or email questions on any payments channel and receive a quick response
from an accredited payment experts. Some
members say that this alone is worth the price
of membership.
What’s more, members receive complimentary
benefits such as access to the NACHA Operating Rules, a Tip of the Week email, quarterly
member updates, town halls, annual ACH Audit
Checklist, and monthly informational communications. We keep our members informed of faster
payment developments as well as emerging payments and fintech solutions. Our premier event
is an multi-day annual payments symposium.
The next symposium will be held in Phoenix in
September 2019.
Our wholly owned subsidiary, WesPay Advisors,
specializes in payments consulting on strategy,
process improvement, regulations, and treasury
management. They also offer risk management
services for ACH, remote deposit capture, third
parties, e-banking, and wires.
WesPay’s staff is dedicated to making a difference for our members. As a company, we invest
in our people and provide them with learning
opportunities so they can do their jobs expertly.
We invite you to learn more by visiting
wespay.org or calling us at 415-433-1230.
William Schoch, appointed to
his position at WesPay in 2008,
is responsible for implementing
strategic initiatives to grow the
organization and provide maximum value to its members
through information, education
and advisory services.
Before joining WesPay, Bill held a variety of
leadership positions at Visa International and
served eight years with Citibank.
Bill serves on the boards of WesPay, NACHA,
and USA Technologies (NASDAQ: USAT). He
served on the Federal Reserve’s Faster Payments Task Force and the steering committee
for NACHA’s Payments Innovation Alliance. He
frequently speaks on payments-related topics.
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Today’s banking world contrasted against a pre-recession world a decade ago
Jim Swanson, SVP–Bank Strategies ▪ Bankers’ Bank of the West

According to the Federal Reserve Economic Data
database, 2018 has been significant for the
banking industry as the second-quarter return
on average assets for all U.S. banks increased to
1.34%, equaling the high-water mark from yearend 2006—prior to the tailspin that ensued
during the Great Recession.

► THE MILLENNIAL FACTOR.

The world changed significantly during the
recession and the industry has regained its
health. Yet it is interesting to contrast today’s
industry data, performance, and focal points
against that pre-recession. The areas referenced
below are a few of the most intriguing in terms
of what has changed, and what hasn’t.

► THE SMARTPHONE.

What hasn’t changed
► NUMBER OF BANK FAILURES.

The number of bank failures in 2017 totaled 8,
up relatively modestly from 1 in 2007.
► NET LOAN AND LEASE CHARGE-OFFS.

Net charge-offs in 2017 totaled $41.5 billion, up
relatively modestly from $38.3 billion in 2007.
► TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES.

The number of people employed by U.S. banks
in 2017 was virtually identical to the 2007 total
of 1.95 million.
► TOTAL NONINTEREST INCOME.

Total noninterest income for all U.S. banks in
2017 was $236 billion, up just 12% from 2007.

What has changed
► THE NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS.

The total number of banks has dropped by more
than 32% since 2007 (from 7,279 to 4,918). The
drop in single unit banks has been even more
pronounced in the past decade—from 1,817
down to 932 banks, a decline of about 100%.
► NUMBER OF NEW CHARTERS GRANTED.

Although the number of new charters (5) added
in 2017 was the highest since 2010, it is a far cry
from the 175 charters added in 2007.
► TOTAL NONINTEREST EXPENSE.

Total noninterest expense for all U.S. banks
totaled $409 billion in 2017, up more than
30% from 2007. As noted earlier, non-interest
income was up only 12% over the same period.
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It’s scarcely possible to get through a single day
without hearing some reminder of the millennial
factor. In 2007, much of this influential generation was spending time in elementary school and
keeping up with a full “play date” schedule—not
on plotting how to change the world.
Smartphones have transformed the way we conduct business and move money. Today approximately 80% of Americans own a smartphone. In
2007, the first iPhone was just being introduced.
And if you were one of the few early adopters of
smartphone technology back then, your device
was likely a BlackBerry whose market share
plummeted from more than 50% in 2007 to
virtually zero today.
► THE SPECTER OF RISK.

In 2007, the word “pandemic” would have been
far more likely to conjure up images of a widespread disease than cybersecurity risk. Over a
ten-year span, the world has seen cybersecurity
risk evolve from isolated hacks created and
launched by high school students to statesponsored attacks meant to compromise elections for top offices of targeted nations. So don’t
be surprised if you receive more regulatory
scrutiny relative to cybersecurity risk than asset
quality at your next examination.
The discussion above captures just a sampling
of what’s changed (and hasn’t) over the past
decade. To sustain success today, banks must
effectively manage traditional challenges and
risks while proactively meeting challenges
stemming from a dynamic industry.
Bank Strategies offers services to help banks
manage traditional challenges—like credit risk,
through independent loan review. In addition,
we leverage experience and skills to help banks
anticipate and adapt to
evolving needs—through
strategic planning facilitation, for example, and other
customizable consultative
services. To discuss your
unique needs and learn
how we can assist, call
303-903-9369 or email
jswanson@bbwest.com.
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Groundwork at the crux of forming workable processor partnerships
Choosing a solution for bank processing is a complex and time-consuming task to say the
least. Any decision of such importance should be fully researched and weighed. The following pointers are offered as a preliminary framework to build on.
Assess annually.
Leave nothing behind, undefined,
Conduct a yearly appraisal of your procesor open to interpretation.
sor’s capabilities. Are they meeting your
Processors usually impose steep termination
expectations now? Are they prepared to
and conversion fees for leaving. Yet those
meet future needs? Make a list of the funccosts are rarely detailed in the agreement.
tions your current system provides along
Discuss those penalties up front and insist
with their value. Review past invoices for
that they be spelled out. If flexibility and
accuracy. To get a more detailed picture,
frequent repricing are important, ask for a
you might ask your current vendor if it
shorter contract length. Also consider that
offers a “best practices” service to identify
in the fast-changing ATM/debit processing
system capabilities you aren’t using.
arena, interchange fee income is a key contributor to the bank’s bottom line—so make
Stay up to date.
that a focus as well.
Being aware of what different processors
offer is always prudent. Ask colleagues at
Negotiate.
other banks about their providers. Talk with Template contracts are typically skewed in
vendors you encounter at trade shows. Save
favor of the processor. However, competition
their literature for future reference.
among processors can improve your negotiating position—so by all means, ask for
Allow plenty of lead time.
what you want. Lower pricing might be the
Put contract renewal dates for all agreefirst negotiating point that comes to mind,
ments and services on your calendar. If you
but other conditions might be equally (or
plan on entertaining other options, notify
more) important. You might, for instance,
your provider of your intentions, in writing,
want a single contract expiration date for
24 months before maturity.
all of your services. Express your priorities.
You won’t know which concessions are
Define your priorities.
possible until you ask.
List your main goals. Rank your “must
have” capabilities as well any desirable
Read before signing.
features you’d strongly prefer.
Make sure you understand everything laid
out in the contract, even the most minute
See the vetting process through.
details. A binding contract is designed to
Screening prospective providers before
remain intact, after all. Unraveling it is
requesting a bid for services can save time
almost always a long, arduous and expenon everyone’s part. Think through all the
sive process. Devoting enough time and
ramifications of each proposal you consider.
attention to the essential groundwork before
Ask for client references, and check them.
you sign will go a long way toward building
a good working relationship with your
Enlist assistance.
service provider.
Evaluating the intricate facets of processing
services is demanding and time-consuming.
Opportunity is a parade. Even as
Vendors vary widely, making it tough to
one chance passes, the next is a fife
do a side-by-side comparison. Hiring an
and drum echoing in the distance.
independent consultant to translate what
a provider’s sales rep is saying—or not
R OBERT B RAULT
saying—is often a worthwhile investment.
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New year to bring rules changes, advancements, risks (and training for staying current)
Debbie Wendt, SVP – Operations ▪ Bankers’ Bank of the West

Glad tidings: WesPay will present a web series
for BBW’s customer banks in 2019—the sixth
year our two organizations have joined forces to
make high-quality, professionally led training
truly accessible and affordable for bank operations professionals served by BBW. Courses in
the upcoming series are described below. Also be
sure to read the WesPay article on page four.
Next, two handy reminders:

Foreign currency and drafts. Over and above
the convenience and efficiency of ordering

foreign currency and drafts on BIDS, there is
another benefit of using the system for that
purpose: BIDS retains the information automatically, making research easier and less timeconsuming down the road.

Domestic and international wires. When sending an international or domestic wire, you
can save time by opening an existing template,
uploading the file to BIDS, and sending—no
need to re-key data. If you’re sending a batch,
though, each wire needs to be uploaded individually into BIDS.

2019 TARGETED TRAINING: WesPay-led webinars scheduled for BBW customer banks
All sessions begin at 100 pm Mountain Time (200 pm Central Time). Each is 90 minutes long.

ACH Basics (One course consisting of three sessions)
February 1
March 1
April 5

This overview of ACH basics is intended for frontline staff and people new to ACH operations. In three sessions, participants will learn about the history of the network, defining the
parties of ACH transactions, their roles and responsibilities, and the transaction flow and
settlement process. Also addressed are all aspects of exception item processing, including your
options in handling unauthorized transactions, stop payments and revoked authorizations.

2019 Payments Rules Update
May 3 The payments industry continues to evolve with new advances in speed and technology. Those
changes inevitably come hand-in-hand with certain side effects and developments that may
affect risk and regulatory compliance. It’s imperative that you and your staff are knowledgeable and well-prepared. Participate in this 2019 Payments Update workshop to get the tools
you’ll need before the changes take effect.

Reg CC Update
June 7 Significant changes to Regulation CC went into effect July 1, 2018, and they pertain more
to returns and adjustments than to hold timeframes. For the first time since the implementation of Check 21, the regulation addresses remote deposit capture and adds to some image
warranties. Attend this update to better understand how these changes could affect your
check operations, policies and products.

Payments Fraud
August 30 Although the thought might be unsettling, financial thieves really are business people. Their
job is to learn the cracks in our systems; our job is to fill those cracks. This course will provide the tools needed to develop effective anti-fraud policies and procedures, mitigate risk,
and help protect your bank. Enroll in this session to learn about the latest scams affecting the
financial services sector and sound practices to protect your bank against phishing, spoofing
and identity theft as well as other forms of fraud.

ECCHO Rules
October 4 To understand the current electronic image exchange environment, bankers must be aware of
the ways in which checks can be exchanged as well as the similarities and differences that
exist in the rules and agreements governing those exchanges. This webinar will discuss the
types of image exchange relationships, the underlying regulations, and the rules and other
agreements required to define and support image exchange—with a focus on ECCHO rules.

Consumer and Mobile Deposit Capture Risk
November 1 Consumer and mobile deposit capture is a fast-growing trend in banking. More than 70
percent of financial institutions already offer RDC to their consumer account holders. If you
offer this service now—or plan to offer it in the future—attend this important session for a
greater understanding of the potential risks and ways to mitigate them.
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Timely ideas for avoiding a ho, ho, whole lot of hazards over the holidays
Greg Miller, IT Analyst ▪ Bankers’ Bank of the West

It’s that time of year again. And yes, for many
of us that means overeating, friendly greetings,
and giving the hand muscles a workout by
toggling the remote control device between football and the “feel good” movie channel.
But on a more somber note, it’s also the season
when cyber thieves seem to materialize out of
thin air, licking their chops at the prospect of
stealing your private information. Following are
some tips to keep you and your loved ones safe
from the villains whose names must surely be on
Santa’s naughty list.
 Keep your devices updated. All of them, from
your smart phone to your home computer,
need to be kept current with the most recent
patches issued by manufacturers. But don’t
stop there: In this Internet of Things era, the
same principle applies to all the “smart”
devices in your home—from refrigerators to
thermostats to security systems.
 This advice is almost as painful as eating
Aunt Edna’s fruitcake: Use a different password for each site you log into. Sure, it’s
quicker and simpler for you to remember
one password for everything you access. But
if the wrongdoers discover that important
all-purpose password, they’ll gain access to
everything you consider important enough
to secure.
 Public WiFi is tempting, especially when
you’re scurrying to nab last-minute gifts at
rock-bottom prices. But avoid using it when

shopping. The cyber villains are capable of
monitoring public unsecured WiFi, and they
can see any information going across.
 There are factors to consider when using
plastic to buy last-minute gifts for you-knowwho (my favorite color is purple, by the way).
On one hand, if a fraudulent credit card
charge is disputed as outlined under the Fair
Credit Billing Act, it’s usually deducted
immediately while the investigation is done.
On the other, using debit can be an effective
deterrent to overspending.
 Last, on the heels of Amazon’s most profitable Black Friday ever, be sure the websites
you shop on are secure. Before entering
payment information, either look for the
small lock symbol or verify that the website
address begins with “https.”
For extreme holiday cheer, keep joy in your
heart, stay extra vigilant with online activity,
and if a few items go missing from the cookie
exchange, write it off as a bonus for the elves.
Greg Miller has been with
BBW since 2012. His current
duties are primarily centered
on information security. Greg
graduated in October from
Bank Technology Security
School, a program of the
Graduate School of Banking
in Madison.
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